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FASHION BRAND 

KENDALL JENNER'S FAVOURITE FASHION BRANDS & HOW TO SCORE THEM FOR 
LESS 

Kendall has been in the modeling industry for over a decade, and it's only safe to say that she has proven herself to be one of the 
most influential models of the last 10 years. While Kendall Jenner's modeling CV includes some of the top luxury brands, from 
Versace to Dior, her streetstyle game has been a major source of inspiration for thousands. She surely can make even the most 
basic head-to-toe black outfit feel like something we need to sought-after. Kendall can pull off a formal embellished dress, as easily 
as she rocks her all-time favorite matching sweats. 
 
If you too low-key feel some style envy every time you look at her effortlessly fresh outfits, here is a list of Kendall Jenner's favorite 
fashion brands. The best part? You can shop Kendall's model-off-duty must-have designer fashion for up to 25% off at Estro Luxury 
Designer Outlet 

Kendall Jenner in Balmain 

 
 
Not only has she modeled for Balmain and, of course, sat front raw on Kanye West's Yeezy x Balmain show, but she has also been 
spotted wearing her favorite luxury brand time and time again in her red carpet appearances. As always, Kendall managed to pull 

off the ultimate gothic-inspired look with a gorgeous strapless cutout jumpsuit, perfectly combined with a set of chokers. If you too 

live and breathe French haut-couture, you will be ecstatic to know that Estro carries a variety of discounted Balmain fashion for up 
to 25% off! 
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Kendall Jenner in Erika Cavallini 

 
Erika Cavallini is known for her exceptional tailoring and craftsmanship, one that Kendall Jenner seems to be in love with. Erika 

Cavallini's Marlon Trousers gave an effortlessly street-chic vibe to one of the most coveted streetstyle outfits of Kendall Jenner. 
Here, at Estro, you can score some major deals on designer fashion – just be quick to make sure you won’t miss the additional 

sales! 

 
Kendall’s Givenchy Obsession 

 
 

Her model-off-duty travel must-haves almost always include the black leather Givenchy Lucrezia Micro Leather Bag. Small enough 
to count as hand luggage, but big enough to hold all her necessities, it's no wonder why Kendall Jenner's airport style always 
revolves around this designer bag. Head over to Estro Designer Outlet to get your go-to Givenchy shoes and accessories for up to 
25% off. 

Kendall Jenner's Saint Laurent Style 
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Whether she is attending Coachella with her go-to pair of Babies Suede Lace-Up Gladiator Sandals or rocking her bedazzled Saint 
Laurent Niki Boots, Kendall's streetstyle is always on point. Her love for this designer brand is more than evident, and luckily you 
can grab your own Saint Laurent essentials from Estro’s virtual and physical shelves at a huge discount! 
  

Kendall In Versace 

 
 

Gigi and Kendall both showed off their street style in chic outfits. This head-to-toe Versace look certainly gives off alternatively, she 
is, after all, known for her forward outfit combinations. However, Kendall's love for this designer label is evident, just take her figure-
hugging gown at the Met Gala - it's a true example of Kendall's signature style 

Kendall’s Celine Streetstyle 
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PurseBlog.com 

 
 Kendall Jenner loves her Céline Nano Luggage, and for a good reason. Her streetstyle looks almost always follow a neutral color 
pallet, and Celine is definitely a fantastic accessory choice to complement each and every outfit with ease. Photos of her carrying 
her trusted bag in three different countries, pairing it with everything from ball gowns to ripped jeans have been flaunting the 
internet. You can now get your Celine must-haves at Estro for up to 25% off their already reduced price! 


